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Pre-Disclosure Prep Worksheet 
For Betrayed Partners(BP)

Introduction

Your voice, safety, and boundaries are a very important part of the FD process. While 
you did not and do not have control over the SA’s sexually acting out choices and 
deception, you do have control over what you would like to hear during disclosure.

This pre-disclosure prep worksheet is designed to help you with this process. You will 
work with your therapist in completing the following information prior to FD. Please 
return this to your therapist at least one month prior to the FD meeting. Your 
therapist will review, and then send your prep sheet to the SA’s therapist, who will then 
use this information to support the disclosure process in respecting your boundaries. 

FD Review

Before getting started on your prep-sheet below, to review, a formal disclosure prepared 
by SA, and assisted and facilitated by SA’s therapist, will typically include the following 
information:

• List of general addictive behaviors
• List of specific addictive behaviors, including:

o Time frames of acting out (dates and/or events)
o Frequency/duration of acting out 
o Places/locations of acting out 
o Money spent on acting out 
o Behaviors that have involved another person/people

• Exact number of sexual partners (or an estimate if exact number is incalculable)
• Identity of any acting out partner that BP may personally know

o Some circumstances warrant disclosure of this information, while other 
circumstances do not

• Identity of any friends/family members who may already be aware of this problem
• Information starting from when you first were involved with BP

o In some cases, BP may prefer to receive information spanning your entire 
life (e.g., their sexual autobiography). This can be helpful to contextualize 
your addictive behaviors.
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• Imminent risk of harm or actual harm (e.g., safety, legal problems)
• Sexually transmitted infections and other related health issues
• Imminent risk to reputation and/or social status
• Risk or actual harm to household/family
• Financial impact on household/family

NOTE: It is important to remember that the SA working with a CSAT therapist, will go 
through a rigorous process in preparing for FD. While the SA’s therapist will do their 
best to assist the SA in understanding the destruction that staggered disclosure and 
ongoing deception has created, and will work with the SA in listing out all of the acting 
out choices, dates, money spent, etc. it is not unusual for SAs in recovery to forget a 
specific date, or a specific amount of money, or a particular detail. Additionally, we 
understand that you have likely waited a long time for a full, safe and truthful FD. It is 
not unusual for BPs to want to push for this to happen ASAP. However, working with a 
SA client takes time, focus, trust and several steps in preparing a thorough FD. You 
deserve to have the SA taken through an organized process while you begin first steps 
in your healing journey.

The SA’s therapist will work to help piece together in listing out a specific or approximate 
time or amount of money. However, it is worth stating here again that no therapist can or 
should guarantee that the SA is being 100% truthful. 

For example, a timeline FD entry where a specific date, place, or exact money spent is 
difficult for the addict to recall, may be listed this way on the FD timeline:

STRIP CLUB HISTORY

Acting out Date (s): Spring 2000 - approximately sometime in May

People/Places/Money Spent/Specific Acts of Intentional Deception: 

• During my annual business trip to Las Vegas the year I worked for XYZ 
Company, to the best of my recollection, I spent approximately $1,000 in 
cash on sexually acting out at a strip club, that I took from our savings 
account, saying that it was for a friend’s birthday and other business 
related expenses. Instead, I used this money over the weekend at a strip 
club (I have searched my memory and cannot recall the name of the strip 
club). It was located in the downtown area in Las Vegas. I visited the strip 
club 2 times that weekend with Manny, Moe and Jack, and told you I was 
golfing. Additionally, I told them to lie to you if you asked. 
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Sexual Acting Out Behaviors:

• During the visits to the strip club, I paid for 3 lap dances, where the 
stripper was female and stripped completely nude, each dance lasted 
approximately 15 minutes. I did not touch the female, however, she 
touched me on my face and chest. I also paid for 2 private dances in a 
separate room, with a different female stripper.  During each of these 
dances, I touched her breasts, and I touched her vagina without 
penetration, and I received protected oral sex from her one time. 

Additional Substances involved:

• During this time at the strip club, I consumed several alcoholic drinks; to 
the best of my memory the drinks were vodka tonics and beer, 
approximately 4 drinks per visit, spending approximately $100. 
Additionally, I smoked marijuana prior to entering the club, in the rental car 
with Manny, who brought this with him to Las Vegas. 

Post Incident Acting out/Deception:

• After these incidents, I masturbated to this memory several times over 
approximately a 6 month period. Additionally, when you asked if I had ever 
attended a strip club while in Las Vegas, I lied to you repeatedly.

This is an example of a FD entry that does not include an exact date, or an exact 
specific named location. You will notice that the SA uses clinical language regarding 
body parts (i.e. breasts vs. boobs) without using specific descriptions (large round 
breasts), as this often creates more trauma for the already BP. 

Additional Information: You will notice that the information is precise and to the point, 
that there is not an apology or making amends included, and that there is no excuse 
making. The amends process will happen after you prepare your impact statement for 
SA. This is called the ER letter.

PD: You will not be taking home a copy of the FD, and one will not be provided after FD. 
However, you and your therapist can work together PD, to list out any clarifying 
questions that may arise as a result of FD. These will be addressed in a PD couples 
check-in session that your therapist or the SA’s therapist will facilitate.

Remember: You have control over what you would like to hear. If the above example 
would feel too traumatizing to include this amount of detail, you will work with your 
therapist to outline those boundaries in your BP prep worksheets.
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Pre-Disclosure Prep Worksheet for BP

Please note: this worksheet is to be used within a therapeutic context and under 
the direction of an APSATS trained LCSW. It is not intended to be a self-help tool, 
as considerable damage could be done with its inappropriate usage. 

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS WITH YOUR THERAPIST. YOUR THERAPIST WILL 
SEND THIS INFORMATION TO THE SA’S CSAT THERAPIST, WHO WILL THEN 
INCORPORATE THIS INFORMATION AND YOUR REQUEST WITH THE SA, 
SUPPORTING THEIR FD.

The purpose of a FD is to facilitate the repair of your relationship. It is our belief 
that you are entitled to know the truth about your relationship and the person 
with which you have chosen to share your life. 

FDs are completed even when SA has “told you everything” because information 
previously revealed can often be incomplete, however well intended. The decision to 
participate in FD is entirely yours. If you choose to participate in FD, this worksheet is 
designed to assist in the process.

Therapists work diligently with SAs to ensure the most complete and accurate FD 
possible. However, when deception has been profound, BPs may have little faith in the 
truthfulness of the information provided in the FD. For that reason, a polygraph is 
strongly recommended.  

Please give careful consideration to the following questions and answer each 
item as honestly as you can, attach a separate page if that is helpful:

1. Please list out all clarifying questions that you would like answered during 
FD.  
 
The following bullet points are the main categories about which BPs most often 
request information. 

 
Please note that specific details (such as size of breasts or penis, or position of 
sex, etc.) are not healthy details for the BP to know, as this can further traumatize 
the partner. 

 
You have a right to know the following information, in order to make a fully 
informed decision about your safety and boundaries in moving forward with the 
SA, if that is what you choose to do:

• Type of acting out behavior (prostitutes, strip clubs, affair partners, one 
night stands, sex book shops, other) 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• Progression of behaviors 

• Protected or unprotected sex acts 

• Type of sex acts (oral, vaginal intercourse, anal intercourse, masturbation) 

• Timeline of acting out behavior (pornography, masturbation, affairs)

• Location of acting out behavior 

• Friends or family members who were privy to this information  

• Illegal activities 

• Arrests 

• Money spent 

• Lies, gas lighting and other forms of deception  

• Memberships online or offline  

• Current acting out triggers 

• Current recovery progress 

• Future goals and focus 

2. What are you hoping to receive by hearing SA’s FD?
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3. Is there specific information you would like?

4. How much detail do you wish to receive? (please check those that apply)

❏ List of general addictive behaviors

❏ List of specific addictive behaviors (please note any specific questions)

❏ Time frame of behaviors

❏ Frequency/duration of behaviors

❏ If behaviors have involved another person/people

❏ Identity of any acting out partner that you may personally know

❏ Identity of any friends/family members who may already be aware of this problem

❏ Exact number of sexual partners (or estimate if exact number is incalculable)

❏ Prefer a range rather than an exact number (if so, please supply the range): 

_________________________________________________

❏ Money spent on acting out behaviors

❏ Information on places/locations of acting out

❏ Information starting from when you first were involved as a couple

❏ Information starting from partner’s entire life (ex: their sexual autobiography)

5. Is there any information you do NOT want?
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6. What is your biggest fear about FD?

7. Are you ambivalent about staying in the relationship?

8. Is there anything you could hear in FD that would cause you to want to 
leave the relationship?

9. Do you intend on using this information against SA in a court hearing?

10.Do you intend on sharing this information with others in your life, or SA’s 
life?

11. Are you dealing with homicidal (harming the SA) or suicidal (harming 
yourself) thoughts? 

It is strongly advised that you schedule a session with your APSATS therapist 
immediately after the FD (or as soon as possible) to assist you with processing 
the information you have received. 
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Please complete this with your therapist. Once completed, you agree that your therapist 
will share this information with SA’s therapist, who will then share with SA to help 
support their process in writing their FD, while respecting and supporting your requests 
as outlined here:

Partner Signature ______________________________________ Date: ____________
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